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(57) ABSTRACT 

In an electrode body for use in non-aqueous electrolyte sec 
ondary battery, a ?rst end of a separator is located more 
interiorly than one positive electrode end of a positive elec 
trode plate in a Width direction, located more exteriorly than 
one end of a coated positive electrode portion of the positive 
electrode plate, and located more exteriorly than one end of a 
coated negative electrode portion of a negative electrode 
plate. The ?rst end of the separator is thicker than an inter 
mediate portion. A second end of the separator is located 
more interiorly than an other negative electrode end of the 
negative electrode plate in the Width direction, located more 
exteriorly than the other end of the coated positive electrode 
portion of the positive electrode plate, and located more exte 
riorly than an other end of the coated negative electrode 
portion of the negative electrode plate. The second end of the 
separator is thicker than the intermediate portion. 
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ELECTRODE BODY FOR USE IN 
NON-AQUEOUS ELECTROLYTE 

SECONDARY BATTERY AND NON-AQUEOUS 
ELECTROLYTE SECONDARY BATTERY 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a continuation application based 
upon and claims the bene?t of the prior PCT International 
Patent Application No. PCT/JP2010/051718 ?led on Feb. 5, 
2010, the entire contents of Which are incorporated herein by 
reference. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0002] The present invention relates to an electrode body 
for use in non-aqueous electrolyte secondary battery and a 
non-aqueous electrolyte secondary battery using the elec 
trode body. 

BACKGROUND ART 

[0003] Non-aqueous electrolyte secondary batteries such 
as lithium ion secondary batteries have gained considerable 
interest as electric poWer sources for portable devices and as 
electric poWer sources for driving vehicles such as electric 
cars and hybrid electric vehicles. One knoWn non-aqueous 
electrolyte secondary battery has an electrode body Which has 
a positive electrode plate, a negative electrode plate and a 
separator interposed betWeen the positive and negative elec 
trode plates, the positive and negative electrode plates and the 
separator overlapping one another With their Widths oriented 
in the same direction (see e.g., Patent Literatures 1 to 3). 

CITATION LIST 

Patent Literatures 

[0004] Patent Literature 1: JP6 (1994)-150900A 
[0005] Patent Literature 2: JP2004-95382A 
[0006] Patent Literature 3: JP2006-278245A 
[0007] The non-aqueous electrolyte secondary batteries 
such as described above are sometimes heated to high tem 
perature oWing to heat generation of the battery caused by 
overcharge or the like so that heat shrinkage of the separator 
occurs in its Width direction. If the separator thermally 
shrinks in the Width direction, the separator becomes absent 
betWeen the positive and negative electrode plates at the 
WidthWise ends, so that the positive and negative electrode 
plates are likely to come into contact With each other, causing 
electrical short circuit. This internal short circuit could lead to 
further battery heat generation. 
[0008] With the intent of overcoming the above problem, 
Patent Literature 1 has proposed the folloWing non-aqueous 
electrolyte secondary battery. According to Patent Literature 
1 , positive and negative electrode plates and a separator Which 
is Wider than these electrode plates are used, and a rolled-up 
electrode body is formed by Winding the positive and negative 
electrode plates and the separator such that the WidthWise 
ends of the separator (i.e., ?rst and second ends located at one 
end and the other end, respectively, of the separator With 
respect to its Width direction) project outWardly from one end 
(upper end) and the other end (loWer end) of the electrode 
body. Then, the excessive end portions of the separator (the 
?rst and second ends of the separator) outWardly protruding 
from the one end (upper end) and the other end (loWer end) of 
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the rolled-up electrode body are heated and thereby thermally 
shrunken. The excessive end portions of the separator are thus 
thermally contracted beforehand, thereby inhibiting the heat 
shrinkage of the excessive end portions of the separator dur 
ing heat generation of the battery to prevent the contact 
betWeen the positive and negative electrode plates at the 
WidthWise ends (upper and loWer ends). 
[0009] Another non-aqueous electrolyte secondary battery 
is disclosed in Patent Literature 2. This battery is composed of 
a positive electrode plate having positive electrode mixture 
layers applied to the surfaces of a positive current collector 
(aluminum foil); a negative electrode plate having negative 
electrode mixture layers applied to the surfaces of a negative 
current collector (copper foil); and a separator Wider than 
these electrode plates. The positive and negative electrode 
plates and the separator are Wound to form a rolled-up elec 
trode body such that the WidthWise ends of the separator (i.e., 
?rst and second ends located at one end and the other end, 
respectively, of the separator With respect to its Width direc 
tion) project outWardly from one end and the other end of the 
electrode body. Fixedly attached to both WidthWise ends of 
the positive electrode plate are insulating ?lms to Which ?ne 
particles (such as aluminum) having a heat resistance of 500° 
C. or more are bonded by binder resin. The WidthWise ends of 
the negative electrode plate are also provided With insulating 
?lms ?xed thereto, these insulating ?lms containing ?ne par 
ticles (such as aluminum) Which are bonded to the insulating 
?lms by binder resin and have a heat resistance of 500° C. or 
more. This prevents occurrence of internal short circuit 
betWeen the positive and negative electrodes, because the 
insulating ?lms attached to the positive and negative elec 
trode plates come into contact With each other in the event that 
the separator becomes absent betWeen the positive and nega 
tive electrode plates at the WidthWise ends oWing to shrinkage 
of the separator in a Width direction caused by heat generation 
of the battery. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

[0010] Technical Problem 
[0011] The non-aqueous electrolyte secondary battery dis 
closed in Patent Literature 3 has a rolled-up electrode body in 
Which a ?rst separator end (i.e., the end located at one end of 
the separator With respect to its Width direction) is located 
more interiorly With respect to the Width direction than one 
positive electrode end (i.e., the end located at one end of the 
positive electrode plate With respect to its Width direction), 
Whereas a second separator end (i.e., the end located at the 
other end of the separator With respect to its Width direction) 
is located more interiorly With respect to the Width direction 
than an other negative electrode end (i.e., the end located at 
the other end of the negative electrode plate With respect to its 
Width direction). In other Words, the rolled-up electrode body 
is formed by Winding such that the one positive electrode end 
is more exteriorly located than the ?rst separator end With 
respect to the Width direction Whereas the other negative 
electrode end is more exteriorly located than the second sepa 
rator end With respect to the Width direction. The one positive 
electrode end is constituted by an uncoated positive electrode 
portion (or a part thereof) of the positive electrode plate Which 
portion is not coated With the positive electrode mixture lay 
ers, and the positive electrode plate and the positive terminal 
are electrically connected to each other by Welding the one 
positive electrode end to the positive terminal. The other 
negative electrode end is constituted by an uncoated negative 
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electrode portion (or a part thereof) of the negative electrode 
plate Which portion is not coated With the negative electrode 
mixture layers, and the negative electrode plate and the nega 
tive terminal are electrically connected to each other by Weld 
ing the other negative electrode end to the negative terminal. 
[0012] Such a non-aqueous electrolyte secondary battery is 
still someWhat exposed to the risk of electrical short circuit 
that is caused as described earlier by the contact betWeen the 
positive electrode plate and the negative electrode plate at the 
WidthWise ends When the separator thermally shrinks in the 
Width direction due to battery heat generation or the like. In 
this battery, since the separator does not protrude outWardly 
from one end and the other end of the rolled-up electrode 
body (that is, the separator has no excessive end portions), the 
heating and heat shrinkage of the excessive end portions of 
the separator such as seen in Patent Literature 1 cannot be 
carried out. The technique disclosed in Patent Literature 2 has 
not proved to be useful because insulating resin needs to be 
prepared and applied to the WidthWise ends of the positive and 
negative electrode plates, Which involves troublesome manu 
facturing processes and, in consequence, incurs high costs. 
[0013] The invention is directed to overcoming the forego 
ing problems and a primary object of the invention is there 
fore to provide an electrode body for use in non-aqueous 
electrolyte secondary battery and a non-aqueous electrolyte 
secondary battery Which are capable of preventing “the unde 
sirable electric short circuit caused by the contact betWeen the 
positive electrode plate and the negative electrode plate at the 
WidthWise ends due to heat shrinkage of the separator in the 
Width direction”. 

Solution to Problem 

[0014] According to one aspect of the invention, there is 
provided an electrode body for use in non-aqueous electrolyte 
secondary battery, the electrode body comprising a positive 
electrode plate, a negative electrode plate and a separator 
interposed betWeen the positive and negative electrode plates, 
the positive electrode plate, negative electrode plate and sepa 
rator overlapping one another With their Widths oriented in the 
same direction, Wherein the positive electrode plate has a 
positive current collector and a positive electrode mixture 
layer applied to a surface of the positive current collector; the 
negative electrode plate has a negative current collector and a 
negative electrode mixture layer applied to a surface of the 
negative current collector; the separator has a ?rst end located 
at one end thereof and a second end located at the other end 
thereof With respect to a Width direction and has an interme 
diate portion located betWeen the ?rst and second ends; With 
respect to the Width direction, the ?rst separator end is located 
more interiorly than one positive electrode end Which is 
located at one end of the positive electrode plate With respect 
to the Width direction; located more exteriorly than one end of 
a coated positive electrode portion of the positive electrode 
plate Which portion is coated With the positive electrode mix 
ture layer; and located more exteriorly than one end of a 
coated negative electrode portion of the negative electrode 
plate Which portion is coated With the negative electrode 
mixture layer, the ?rst separator end being thicker than the 
intermediate portion; and With respect to the Width direction, 
the second separator end is located more interiorly than an 
other negative electrode end Which is located at an other end 
of the negative electrode plate With respect to the Width direc 
tion; located more exteriorly than an other end of the coated 
positive electrode portion; and located more exteriorly than 
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an other end of the coated negative electrode portion, the 
second separator end being thicker than the intermediate por 
tion. 
[0015] In the above-described electrode body for use in 
non-aqueous electrolyte secondary battery, the separator has 
a ?rst end located at one end thereof, a second end located at 
the other end thereof, and an intermediate portion located 
betWeen the ?rst and second ends, With respect to its Width 
direction. 
[0016] Of these portions, the ?rst separator end is located 
more interiorly than one positive electrode end With respect to 
the Width direction Which end is located at one end of the 
positive electrode plate With respect to the Width direction. In 
other Words, this one positive electrode end is located more 
exteriorly than the ?rst separator end With respect to the Width 
direction. This one positive electrode end is composed of, for 
instance, an uncoated positive electrode portion (or a part 
thereof) of the positive electrode plate Which portion is not 
coated With the positive electrode mixture layer. In this case, 
the positive electrode plate and the positive terminal can be 
electrically connected to each other by Welding the one posi 
tive electrode end to the positive terminal. 
[0017] The second separator end is located more interiorly 
than an other negative electrode end With respect to the Width 
direction Which end is located at an other end of the negative 
electrode plate With respect to the Width direction. In other 
Words, the other negative electrode end is located more exte 
riorly than the second separator end With respect to the Width 
direction. This other negative electrode end is composed of, 
for instance, an uncoated negative electrode portion (or a part 
thereof) of the negative electrode plate Which portion is not 
coated With the negative electrode mixture layer. In this case, 
the negative electrode plate and the negative terminal are 
electrically connected to each other by Welding the other 
negative electrode end to the negative terminal. 
[0018] Further, With respect to the Width direction, the ?rst 
separator end is located more exteriorly than one end of a 
coated positive electrode portion of the positive electrode 
plate Which portion is coated With the positive electrode mix 
ture layer and located more exteriorly than one end (that 
corresponds to one end of the negative electrode plate) of a 
coated negative electrode portion of the negative electrode 
plate Which portion is coated With the negative electrode 
mixture layer. In addition, the ?rst separator end is thicker 
than the intermediate portion. 
[0019] Further, With respect to the Width direction, the sec 
ond separator end is located more exteriorly than an other end 
(that corresponds to an other end of the positive electrode 
plate) of the coated positive electrode portion and located 
more exteriorly than an other end of the coated negative 
electrode portion. In addition, the second separator end is 
thicker than the intermediate portion. 
[0020] Therefore, use of the above-described electrode 
body in a non-aqueous electrolyte secondary battery makes it 
possible to prevent “the undesirable electric short circuit 
caused by the contact betWeen the positive electrode plate and 
the negative electrode plate at the WidthWise ends due to heat 
shrinkage of the separator in the Width direction”. 
[0021] For example, even if the separator thermally shrinks 
in the Width direction so that the ?rst separator end is dis 
placed inWardly (toWard the other end) in the Width direction 
Whereas the second separator end being displaced inWardly 
(toWard the one end) in the Width direction, the ?rst separator 
end Will strike against the end face of at least either the one 
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end of the coated positive electrode portion or the one end of 
the coated negative electrode portion and therefore Will be 
unable to further move inWardly in the Width direction (to 
Ward the other end), thanks to the con?guration of the ?rst and 
second separator ends Which are thicker than the intermediate 
portion. Further, the second separator end Will strike against 
the end face of either the other end of the coated positive 
electrode portion or the other end of the coated negative 
electrode portion and therefore Will be unable to further move 
inWardly in the Width direction (toWard the one end). This 
enables it to keep the separator present betWeen the positive 
and negative electrode plates With respect to the Width direc 
tion, thereby maintaining the electrical insulation betWeen 
the positive and negative electrode plates. 
[0022] One form of the con?guration in Which the ?rst and 
second separator ends are thicker than the intermediate por 
tion is such that the ?rst and second separator ends are folded 
back on themselves (e.g., folded double) thereby to make 
them thicker (e.g., tWice thicker) than the intermediate por 
tion. 

[0023] According to another aspect of the invention, there 
is provided an electrode body for use in non-aqueous electro 
lyte secondary battery, the electrode body comprising a posi 
tive electrode plate, a negative electrode plate and a separator 
interposed betWeen the positive and negative electrode plates, 
the positive electrode plate, negative electrode plate and sepa 
rator overlapping one another With their Widths oriented in the 
same direction, Wherein the positive electrode plate has a 
positive current collector and a positive electrode mixture 
layer applied to a surface of the positive current collector; the 
negative electrode plate has a negative current collector and a 
negative electrode mixture layer applied to a surface of the 
negative current collector; the separator has a ?rst end located 
at one end thereof and a second end located at the other end 
thereof With respect to a Width direction and has an interme 
diate portion located betWeen the ?rst and second ends; With 
respect to the Width direction, the ?rst separator end is located 
more interiorly than one positive electrode end Which is 
located at one end of the positive electrode plate With respect 
to the Width direction; located more exteriorly than one end of 
a coated positive electrode portion of the positive electrode 
plate Which portion is coated With the positive electrode mix 
ture layer; and located more exteriorly than one end of a 
coated negative electrode portion of the negative electrode 
plate Which portion is coated With the negative electrode 
mixture layer, the ?rst separator end being thermally 
shrunken by heating beforehand; and With respect to the 
Width direction, the second separator end is located more 
interiorly than an other negative electrode end Which is 
located at an other end of the negative electrode plate With 
respect to the Width direction; located more exteriorly than an 
other end of the coated positive electrode portion; and located 
more exteriorly than an other end of the coated negative 
electrode portion, the second separator end being thermally 
shrunken by heating beforehand. 
[0024] In the above-described electrode body for use in 
non-aqueous electrolyte secondary battery, the ?rst separator 
end is located more interiorly than one positive electrode end 
With respect to the Width direction Which end is located at one 
end of the positive electrode plate With respect to the Width 
direction. In other Words, the one positive electrode end is 
located more exteriorly than the ?rst separator end With 
respect to the Width direction. This one positive electrode end 
is composed of, for instance, an uncoated positive electrode 
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portion (or a part thereof) of the positive electrode plate Which 
portion is not coated With the positive electrode mixture layer. 
In this case, the positive electrode plate and the positive 
terminal can be electrically connected to each other by Weld 
ing the one positive electrode end to the positive terminal. 
[0025] The second separator end is located more interiorly 
than an other negative electrode end With respect to the Width 
direction Which end is located at an other end of the negative 
electrode plate With respect to the Width direction. In other 
Words, the other negative electrode end is located more exte 
riorly than the second separator end With respect to the Width 
direction. This other negative electrode end is composed of, 
for instance, an uncoated negative electrode portion (or a part 
thereof) of the negative electrode plate Which portion is not 
coated With the negative electrode mixture layer. In this case, 
the negative electrode plate and the negative terminal are 
electrically connected to each other by Welding the other 
negative electrode end to the negative terminal. 
[0026] Further, With respect to the Width direction, the ?rst 
separator end is located more exteriorly than one end of a 
coated positive electrode portion of the positive electrode 
plate Which portion is coated With the positive electrode mix 
ture layer and located more exteriorly than one end (that 
corresponds to one end of the negative electrode plate) of a 
coated negative electrode portion of the negative electrode 
plate Which portion is coated With the negative electrode 
mixture layer. In addition, the ?rst separator end is thermally 
shrunken by heating beforehand (i.e., the ?rst separator end is 
thermally shrunken by heating during the process of manu 
facturing the electrode body). 
[0027] Further, With respect to the Width direction, the sec 
ond separator end is located more exteriorly than an other end 
(that corresponds to an other end of the positive electrode 
plate) of the coated positive electrode portion and located 
more exteriorly than an other end of the coated negative 
electrode portion. In addition, the second separator end is 
thermally shrunken by heating beforehand (i.e., the second 
separator end is thermally shrunken by heating during the 
process of manufacturing the electrode body). 
[0028] Therefore, use of the above-described electrode 
body in a non-aqueous electrolyte secondary battery makes it 
possible to prevent “the undesirable electric short circuit 
caused by the contact betWeen the positive electrode plate and 
the negative electrode plate at the WidthWise ends due to heat 
shrinkage of the separator in the Width direction”. 
[0029] Speci?cally, even if the separator is heated by heat 
generation of the battery to a temperature that causes the 
separator to thermally shrink in the Width direction, the ?rst 
and second separator ends are unlikely to thermally shrink 
further in the Width direction because they have already been 
thermally shrunken by heating beforehand. This enables it to 
keep the separator present betWeen the positive and negative 
electrode plates With respect to the Width direction, thereby 
maintaining the electrical insulation betWeen the positive and 
negative electrode plates. 
[0030] According to another aspect of the invention, there 
is provided an electrode body for use in non-aqueous electro 
lyte secondary battery, the electrode body comprising a posi 
tive electrode plate, a negative electrode plate and a separator 
interposed betWeen the positive and negative electrode plates, 
the positive electrode plate, negative electrode plate and sepa 
rator overlapping one another With their Widths oriented in the 
same direction, Wherein the positive electrode plate has a 
positive current collector and a positive electrode mixture 
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layer applied to a surface of the positive current collector; the 
negative electrode plate has a negative current collector and a 
negative electrode mixture layer applied to a surface of the 
negative current collector; the separator has a ?rst end located 
at one end thereof and a second end located at the other end 
thereof With respect to a Width direction and has an interme 
diate portion located betWeen the ?rst and second ends; With 
respect to the Width direction, the ?rst separator end is located 
more interiorly than one positive electrode end Which is 
located at one end of the positive electrode plate With respect 
to the Width direction; located more exteriorly than one end of 
a coated positive electrode portion of the positive electrode 
plate Which portion is coated With the positive electrode mix 
ture layer; and located more exteriorly than one end of a 
coated negative electrode portion of the negative electrode 
plate Which portion is coated With the negative electrode 
mixture layer, the ?rst separator end being heat-Welded to a 
portion of the positive electrode plate Which portion is 
opposed to the separator in its thickness direction; and With 
respect to the Width direction, the second separator end is 
located more interiorly than an other negative electrode end 
Which is located at an other end of the negative electrode plate 
With respect to the Width direction; located more exteriorly 
than an other end of the coated positive electrode portion; and 
located more exteriorly than an other end of the coated nega 
tive electrode portion, the second separator end being heat 
Welded to a portion of the negative electrode plate Which 
portion is opposed to the separator in its thickness direction. 
[0031] In the above-described electrode body for use in 
non-aqueous electrolyte secondary battery, the ?rst separator 
end is located more interiorly than one positive electrode end 
With respect to the Width direction Which end is located at one 
end of the positive electrode plate With respect to the Width 
direction. In other Words, the one positive electrode end is 
located more exteriorly than the ?rst separator end With 
respect to the Width direction. This one positive electrode end 
is composed of, for instance, an uncoated positive electrode 
portion (or a part thereof) of the positive electrode plate Which 
portion is not coated With the positive electrode mixture layer. 
In this case, the positive electrode plate and the positive 
terminal can be electrically connected to each other by Weld 
ing the one positive electrode end to the positive terminal. 
[0032] The second separator end is located more interiorly 
than an other negative electrode end With respect to the Width 
direction Which end is located at an other end of the negative 
electrode plate With respect to the Width direction. In other 
Words, the other negative electrode end is located more exte 
riorly than the second separator end With respect to the Width 
direction. This other negative electrode end is composed of, 
for instance, an uncoated negative electrode portion (or a part 
thereof) of the negative electrode plate Which portion is not 
coated With the negative electrode mixture layer. In this case, 
the negative electrode plate and the negative terminal are 
electrically connected to each other by Welding the other 
negative electrode end to the negative terminal. 
[0033] Further, With respect to the Width direction, the ?rst 
separator end is located more exteriorly than one end of the 
coated positive electrode portion of the positive electrode 
plate Which portion is coated With the positive electrode mix 
ture layer and located more exteriorly than one end (that 
corresponds to one end of the negative electrode plate) of the 
coated negative electrode portion of the negative electrode 
plate Which portion is coated With the negative electrode 
mixture layer. In addition, the ?rst separator end is heat 
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Welded to a portion of the positive electrode plate Which 
portion is opposed to the separator in its thickness direction 
(speci?cally, during the process of manufacturing the elec 
trode body, the ?rst separator end is heat-Welded to the por 
tion of the positive electrode plate Which portion is opposed to 
the separator in its thickness direction). 
[0034] Further, With respect to the Width direction, the sec 
ond separator end is located more exteriorly than an other end 
(that corresponds to an other end of the positive electrode 
plate) of the coated positive electrode portion and located 
more exteriorly than an other end of the coated negative 
electrode portion. In addition, the second separator end is 
heat-Welded to a portion of the negative electrode plate Which 
portion is opposed to the separator in its thickness direction 
(speci?cally, during the process of manufacturing the elec 
trode body, the second separator end is heat-Welded to the 
portion of the negative electrode plate Which portion is 
opposed to the separator in its thickness direction). 
[0035] Therefore, use of the above-described electrode 
body in a non-aqueous electrolyte secondary battery makes it 
possible to prevent “the undesirable electric short circuit 
caused by the contact betWeen the positive electrode plate and 
the negative electrode plate at the WidthWise ends due to heat 
shrinkage of the separator in the Width direction”. 

[0036] Speci?cally, even if the separator is heated by heat 
generation of the battery to a temperature that causes the 
separator to thermally shrink in its Width direction, the ?rst 
and second separator ends are unlikely to thermally shrink 
further in the Width direction because they have already been 
thermally shrunken by heating at the time of heat-Welding. In 
addition, since the ?rst and second separator ends are adhered 
(heat-Welded) to the portions of the positive and negative 
electrode plates respectively Which portions are opposed to 
the separator, the inWard displacement of the ?rst and second 
separator ends in the Width direction can be prevented even if 
heat shrinkage forces them to move inWardly in the Width 
direction. This enables it to keep the separator present 
betWeen the positive and negative electrode plates With 
respect to the Width direction, thereby maintaining the elec 
trical insulation betWeen the positive and negative electrode 
plates. 
[0037] In the above-described electrode body for use in 
non-aqueous electrolyte secondary battery, preferably, the 
portion of the positive electrode plate to Which the ?rst sepa 
rator end is heat-Welded is at least a part of an uncoated 
positive electrode portion of the positive electrode plate 
Which portion is not coated With the positive electrode mix 
ture layer, Whereas the portion of the negative electrode plate 
to Which the second separator end is heat-Welded is at least a 
part of an uncoated negative electrode portion of the negative 
electrode plate Which portion is not coated With the negative 
electrode mixture layer. 
[0038] In the above-described electrode body for use in 
non-aqueous electrolyte secondary battery, the portion of the 
positive electrode plate to Which the ?rst separator end is 
heat-Welded is at least a part of the uncoated positive elec 
trode portion (Where the positive current collector is exposed) 
of the positive electrode plate Which portion is not coated With 
the positive electrode mixture layer. In other Words, the ?rst 
separator end is heat-Welded to the uncoated positive elec 
trode portion (or at least a part thereof) of the positive elec 
trode plate Which portion is not coated With the positive 
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electrode mixture layer. This enables proper adhesion (heat 
Welding) of the ?rst separator end to the positive electrode 
plate. 
[0039] In the above-described electrode body for use in 
non-aqueous electrolyte secondary battery, the portion of the 
negative electrode plate to Which the second separator end is 
heat-Welded is at least a part of the uncoated negative elec 
trode portion (Where the negative current collector is 
exposed) of the negative electrode plate Which portion is not 
coated With the negative electrode mixture layer. In other 
Words, the second separator end is heat-Welded to the 
uncoated negative electrode portion (or at least a part thereof) 
of the negative electrode plate Which portion is not coated 
With the negative electrode mixture layer. This enables proper 
adhesion (heat-Welding) of the second separator end to the 
negative electrode plate. 
[0040] According to still another aspect of the invention, 
there is provided a non-aqueous electrolyte secondary battery 
comprising any one of the above-described electrode bodies 
for use in non-aqueous electrolyte secondary battery. 
[0041] The above non-aqueous electrolyte secondary bat 
tery is provided With any one of the above-described electrode 
bodies for use in non-aqueous electrolyte secondary battery. 
Therefore, the above-described non-aqueous electrolyte sec 
ondary battery makes it possible to prevent “the undesirable 
electric short circuit caused by the contact betWeen the posi 
tive electrode plate and the negative electrode plate at the 
WidthWise ends due to heat shrinkage of the separator in the 
Width direction”. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[0042] FIG. 1 is a top vieW of a non-aqueous electrolyte 
secondary battery in ?rst to third embodiments; 
[0043] FIG. 2 is a front vieW of the non-aqueous electrolyte 
secondary battery; 
[0044] FIG. 3 is a longitudinal sectional vieW of the non 
aqueous electrolyte secondary battery, taken along a line C-C 
in FIG. 1; 
[0045] FIG. 4 is a longitudinal sectional vieW of the non 
aqueous electrolyte secondary battery, taken along a line D-D 
in FIG. 1; 
[0046] FIG. 5 is a perspective vieW ofan electrode body of 
the non-aqueous electrolyte secondary battery; 
[0047] FIG. 6 is a cross sectional vieW of the electrode body 
in the ?rst embodiment, taken along a line E-E in FIG. 3; 
[0048] FIG. 7 is a top vieW of a positive electrode plate in 
the ?rst to third embodiments; 
[0049] FIG. 8 is a sectional vieW of the positive electrode 
plate, taken along a line F-F in FIG. 7; 
[0050] FIG. 9 is a top vieW of a negative electrode plate in 
the ?rst to third embodiments; 
[0051] FIG. 10 is a sectional vieW of the negative electrode 
plate, taken along a line G-G in FIG. 9; 
[0052] FIG. 11 is a top vieW of a separator in the ?rst 
embodiment; 
[0053] FIG. 12 is a sectional vieW of the separator taken 
along a line H-H in FIG. 11; 
[0054] FIG. 13 is an explanatory vieW shoWing a process of 
manufacturing the electrode body in the ?rst embodiment; 
[0055] FIG. 14 is a cross sectional vieW of an electrode 
body in the second embodiment, taken along the line E-E in 
FIG. 3; 
[0056] FIG. 15 is a top vieW of a separator in the second 
embodiment; 
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[0057] FIG. 16 is an explanatory vieW shoWing a thermal 
treatment step in the second embodiment; 
[0058] FIG. 17 is an explanatory vieW shoWing a process of 
manufacturing the electrode body in the second embodiment; 
[0059] FIG. 18 is a cross sectional vieW of an electrode 
body in the third embodiment, taken along the line E-E in 
FIG. 3; and 
[0060] FIG. 19 is an explanatory vieW shoWing a process of 
manufacturing the electrode body in the third embodiment. 

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 

First Embodiment 

[0061] Referring noW to the accompanying draWings, the 
invention Will be described according to a ?rst embodiment. 

[0062] As shoWn in FIGS. 1 to 4, a non-aqueous electrolyte 
secondary battery 100 constructed according to the ?rst 
embodiment is a rectangular sealed lithium ion secondary 
battery having a rectangular parallelepiped battery case 110, 
a positive terminal 120 and a negative terminal 130. Of these 
components, the battery case 110 is a hard case composed of 
a metallic rectangular storage section 111 and a metallic lid 
112, the storage section 111 including a rectangular parallel 
epiped storage space. Disposed Within the battery case 110 
(rectangular storage section 111) are an electrode body 150 
and others. The rated capacity (nominal capacity) of the non 
aqueous electrolyte secondary battery 100 is 5.5 Ah. 
[0063] The electrode body 150 is a ?at rolled-up body 
having an oval-shaped cross section and composed of a posi 
tive electrode plate 155, a negative electrode plate 156 and a 
separator 157 Which are Wound into a ?at shape (see FIGS. 4 
to 13). The positive electrode plate 155, the negative electrode 
plate 156 and the separator 157 overlap one another With their 
Widths oriented in the same direction (see FIGS. 6 and 13). It 
should be noted that the longitudinal directions (perpendicu 
lar to the Width directions) of the positive electrode plate 155, 
the negative electrode plate 156 and the separator 157 coin 
cide With the Winding direction. The lateral directions of 
FIGS. 6 and 13 coincide With the respective Width directions 
of the positive electrode plate 155, the negative electrode 
plate 156 and the separator 157 and With the Width direction 
of the electrode body 150. 
[0064] The positive electrode plate 155 is strip-like in shape 
and includes a positive current collector 151 made of alumi 
num foil and positive electrode mixture layers 152 (i.e., mix 
ture layers containing a positive active material 153) applied 
to the surfaces (both surfaces), respectively, of the positive 
current collector 151 (see FIGS. 7 and 8). The positive elec 
trode plate 155 is composed of a coated positive electrode 
portion 155d in Which the surfaces of the positive current 
collector 151 are coated With the positive electrode mixture 
layers 152 respectively and an uncoated positive electrode 
portion 155!) in Which the surfaces of the positive current 
collector 151 are not coated With the positive electrode mix 
ture layers 152. The uncoated positive electrode portion 155!) 
is composed of only the positive current collector 151 and 
located at one end of the positive electrode plate 155 With 
respect to the Width direction (located at the right end in FIGS. 
7, 8), extending in the longitudinal direction of the positive 
electrode plate 155. The lateral directions of FIGS. 7 and 8 
coincide With the Width direction of the positive electrode 
plate 155. The vertical direction of FIG. 7 coincides With the 
longitudinal direction of the positive electrode plate 155. The 


















